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It is shown that the effect of particle creation by a black hole is a consequence of the Casimir effect for a spherical shell.
The temperature of black-body radiation coincides with that obtained by Hawking.
A. Casimir [1] showed that the vacuum fluctua- [3] and is usually neglected.
tions of an electromagnetic field give rise to an attrac- Refs. [2] and [4] present a method for investigat-
tive force between a pair of uncharged conducting ing the vacuum inside the uncharged sphere made from
parallel plates. The energy responsible for this force is a physically realizable conductor. A real conductor will
conduct well at low frequencies, but its conductivity
L~.E= _ir2hcA/720d3, (0 will diminish as the frequencies increase. The cutoff
where A is the area of each plate and d is the distance parameter A — the frequency at which the reflection
between them, is exchanged by the absorption — should cut off the
The stress tensor of the vacuum between the plates short waves.
was calculated in ref. [2]: Approximate a sphere of radius d by two parallel
plates of area ird2 at a distanced apart. Using (1) and
—l 0 0 0 (2) we obtain:
T~=T~+Tr~ 0 1 0 01 720d4 0 0 1 0 LiE = — ir3hc/720d + ThcA4d3/ir. (3)
0 0 0 1 The second part is a correction for the finite conduc-
tivity of the plates. Detailed calculations [4] for a
+ 3A411c2 0 ~ 0 0 sphere with ideal conductivity show that ~E coincides
~2 0 0 ~ 0 ‘ in magnitude with the first part in (3). Only the sign
0 0 0 ~ changes. That is why for finite conductivity
can be interpreted as corresponding to a gas with = ir3llc/720d — 31lcA4d3/7r.
rather bizarre properties [2]: negative energy density
and pressure in the x3 direction (perpendicular to the B. Investigating the behaviour of massless scalar
plate surfaces), positive pressure in x1 and x2 direc- waves in the gravitational field of a nonrotating black
tions. The “gas” satisfies the thermodynamic law dE hole, Price [5] showed that the curvature of space—
= TdS — pdu, that is why if one slowly (dS= 0) pulls time creates an effective potential barrier penetrable
the conductors apart the work done against the ten- for the high-frequency waves and impenetrable for
sion shows up exactly as an increase in the vacuum waves with low frequency. The barrier is so well local-
energy. ized near r = 1.5 Rg (R
8 = 2ZM/c
2) that for propagation
The cutoffdependent part T~Vhas the same form of scalar and electromagnetic waves we can consider
as the stress tensor of a usual photon gas. It isnot the regions quite near the horizon and far away from
responsible for the effect observed in the laboratory it as “flat”. All the scattering takes place in the small
region near r = 1.5 Rg.
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